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Abstract.The goal of this paper is to study the oscillatory and stability of the mixed







qj(n)x(σi(n)), n ≥ n0,
where τi(n) is the delay term and σj(n) is the advance term and they are positive real
sequences for i = 1, · · · , l and j = 1, · · · ,m, respectively, and pi(n) and qj(n) are real
functions. This paper generalise some known results and the examples illustrate the
results.












qj(n)x(σi(n)), n ≥ n0, (1.1)
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where τi(n) is the delay term and σj(n) is the advance term and they are positive
real sequences for i = 1, · · · , l and j = 1, · · · ,m, respectively, and pi(n) and qj(n)








Assume that the sequences (τi(n))1≤i≤l and (σj(n))1≤j≤m are increasing and the
following conditions are hold:
τi(n) ≤ n− 1, ∀n ≥ n0, and lim
nτ∞
τi(n) =∞, 1 ≤ i ≤ `, (1.2)
σj(n) ≥ n+ 1, ∀n ≥ n0, 1 ≤ j ≤ m, (1.3)
τ(n) = min
1≤i≤l
τi(n) and σ(n) = min
1≤j≤m
σi(n), ∀n ≥ n0.
The Section 2 is devoted to the study of oscillatory behavior of the solutions
of the linear difference equation of mixed type. By a solution of equation (1.1),
we mean a nontrivial real sequence x (n) that is defined for all n > n0 − τ (n0)
and satisfies equation (1.1) for all n > n0. A solution x (n) of equation (1.1) is
said to be nonoscillatory if it is either eventually positive or eventually negative,
and oscillatory otherwise. An equation is called oscillatory if all its solutions are
oscillatory.
A particular case of the equation (1.1) is obtained when we consider τi(n) = n−τi









The Section 3 is devoted to the study of the behavior of the solutions of the







qj(n)x(n+ σj), n ≥ 0. (1.5)
where pi(n) for i = 1, 2, · · · , ` and qj(n) for j = 1, 2, · · · ,m are real functions, and
`,m are positive integers. Equation (1.5) can be obtained (as a special case) from
(1.1) by taking τi(n) = n− τi and σ(n) = n+ σj where τi, σj are positive integers,
1 ≤ i ≤ ` and 1 ≤ j ≤ m.
Qualitative theory of difference equations has drawn considerable attention in
the past two decades. For the general background of difference equations, one can
refer to the books by Agarwal and Wong [1], Agarwal, Grace, and O’Regan [3],
Agarwal [4], Elaydi [9], Gÿı¿œri and Ladas [14], Kelley and Peterson [15], and
Lakshmikantham and Trigiante [16].
The equation (1.5) has been adequately introduced in [5] and [21]. In [5],
Berezansky and Pinelas have established the oscillatory criteria for the oscillatory
linear mixed type difference equations of form (1.5). Later in [21], Pinelas obtained
an asymptotic behavior of the linear difference equation of mixed equations of form
(1.5). In this article, we have applied a different method for asymptotic behavior
of (1.5).
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When qj(n) in the equation (1.5) is the null function, one obtains a linear non-
autonomous delay difference equation whose asymptotic and stability behavior are
studied in [8, 17, 18, 19] and references therein.
A special case of the mixed type difference equation (1.5) is that of the linear








where pi for i = 1, 2, · · · , ` and qj for j = 1, 2, · · · ,m are real numbers, and `,m are
positive integers (see [11] and [22]). In [11], Ferreira and Pinelas have established the
oscillatory criteria for the oscillatory mixed difference systems. Also, the authors
in [22] obtained asymptotic behavior and stability results of the linear autonomous
mixed type difference equations. The similar equation is studied in [2] (see also,
[3, Section 1.16]). Note that, the difference equations considered are the discrete
versions of first order linear autonomous mixed differential equations with delays












Q(k) > 1, (2.1)
with (pi(n))1≤i≤l and (qj(n))1≤j≤m non negative sequences. Then the equation (1.1)
is oscillatory.
Proof. Assume that (x(n))n≥n0 is a non oscillatory solution of Eq(1.1), then it is
either eventually positive or eventually negative. As (−x(n))n≥n0 is also a solution
for Eq (1.1). Thus, we may consider only the case where x(n) > 0 for all large n.
Let n0 be an integer such that: x(τ (n)) > 0, for all n ≥ n0. Then,
x(n) > 0, x(τi(n)) > 0, x(σi(n)) > 0, ∀n ≥ n0, 1 ≤ i ≤ `, 1 ≤ j ≤ m.







qj(n)x(σj(n)) ≥ 0, ∀n ≥ n0,
which means the (x(n)) is eventually increasing.
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From the definition of (τ(n)), (σ(n)) and the fact that (x(n)) is increasing,
summing up eq(1.1) from τ(n) to σ(n)− 1, n ≥ n0, we get:
σ(n)−1∑
k=τ(n)


















































where (pi(n))1≤i≤l and (qj(n))1≤j≤m are non negative sequences, then all solution
of Eq(1.4) oscillate.





P (k) < −1, (2.2)
with (pi(n))1≤i≤` and τ(qj(n))1≤j≤m non positive sequences, then the equation (1.1)
is oscillatory.
Proof. Proceed similarly as Theorem 1, we assume the contrary, that means (x(n))n≥n0
is a non oscillatory solution of Eq(1.1), then it is either eventually positive or even-
tually negative. As (−x(n))n≥n0 is also a solution for Eq (1.1) we will restrict our
study to the case where x(n) > 0 for all large n. Let n0 be an integer such that:
x(τ(n)) > 0, for all n ≥ n0. Then,
x(n) > 0, x(τi(n)) > 0, x(σi(n)) > 0, ∀n ≥ n0, 1 ≤ i ≤ `, 1 ≤ j ≤ m.







qj(n)x(σj(n)) ≤ 0, ∀n ≥ n0,
which means the (x(n)) is eventually decreasing.
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From the definition of (τ(n)), (σ(n)) and the fact that (x(n)) is decreasing,
summing up eq(1.1) from τ(n) to σ(n)− 1, n ≥ n0, we get:
σ(n)−1∑
k=τ(n)


















































with (pi(n))1≤i≤` and τ(qj(n))1≤j≤m non positive sequences, then the equation(1.4)
is oscillatory.
Theorem 5. Assume that the sequences (τi(n))1≤i≤l, (σj(n))1≤j≤m are such that





P (k) < −1
e
, (2.3)
with (pi(n))1≤i≤l and (qj(n))1≤j≤m non-positive sequences. Then, all solutions of
equation (1.1) oscillate.





n− τi(n) + 1
)n−τi(n)+1
, (2.4)
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P (k0) > −e(−
1
e
− ε0) = e(
1
e







> d > 1. (2.8)





≤ 1, for all 1 ≤ i ≤ `, 1 ≤ j ≤ m. (2.9)















,∀n ≥ n0. (2.10)
















































By using (2.11) and the well-known inequality between the arithmetic and geometric
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In view of
y(1 + y)ρ ≥ − ρ
ρ
(1 + ρ)1+ρ









































































> d2, for alln ≥ n3 ≥ n0.
Applying this procedure t-times, we obtain
x(τi(n))
x(n)
> dt, for alln. (2.15)
On the other hand, since (pi(n))1≤i≤l is non-positive. Then, lim supn→∞ P (n) < 0,
which implies that there exists a subsequence of integers τ(n) such that
lim sup
n→∞
P (τ(n)) ≤ D < 0.



























P (n) > −1.
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Thus, there exist a sequence (θ (n))n∈N such that limn→n
θ (n) = +∞ and
−1 < x(τ(θ(n)))
x(θ(n))


























with (pi(n))1≤i≤` and τ(qj(n))1≤j≤m non positive sequences, then the equation (1.4)
is oscillatory.
Theorem 7. Assume that the sequences (τi(n))1≤i≤` and (σj(n))1≤j≤m are in-









with (pi(n))1≤i≤`, (qj(n))1≤j≤m are non-negative sequences. Then the equation
(1.1) is oscillatory.





1 + σj(n)− n
)1+σj(n)−n
, (2.17)






, n ≥ n0, 1 ≤ i ≤ l, 1 ≤ j ≤ m. (2.18)




























+ ε0) = d > 1, for n ≥ n0,






> d > 1. (2.21)





≥ 1, for all 1 ≤ i ≤ l, 1 ≤ j ≤ m. (2.22)















,∀n ≥ n0. (2.23)
















































By using (2.24) and the well-known inequality between the arithmetic and geometric

























y(1− y)ρ ≤ ρ
ρ
(1 + ρ)1+ρ
, ∀y ∈ (0, 1), ρ ∈ N.





















≥ d, ∀n ≥ n0. (2.27)













> d2, ∀n ≥ n3 ≥ n0.
Applying this procedure t-times, we obtain
x(σj(n))
x(n)
> dt, for all largen. (2.28)




Q(τ(n)) ≥ C > 0.




























Thus, there exist a sequence (θ (n))n∈N such that limn→n












< +∞, for all largen,
i.e., limn→∞
x(σ(n))
x(n) exists. This contradicts with (2.28).
The proof is complete. 












with (pi(n))1≤i≤` and τ(qj(n))1≤j≤m non negative sequences, then the equation (1.4)
is oscillatory.
In order to illustrate our results for all the previous theorems, we give the fol-
lowing examples.
Example 9. Consider the mixed type difference equation










Here τ1(n) = n−1, τ2(n) = n−2 σ1(n) = n2+1 ≥ n+1, σ2(n) = n2+2 ≥ n+1,.
Easily we can see that that (1.2) and (1.3) hold and
τ(n) = min
1≤i≤2



















3 ln(k + 2)k+2
+
2c1










We have the following inequality, for a positive decreasing function f(x), we get
ˆ b
b−1




















































































Thus, all the conditions of Theorem 1 are satisfied and therefore all solutions of
equation (2.29) oscillate.
Example 10. Consider the mixed type difference equation




x([0.75n])− x(n+ 1)− 2x(n2 + 2), (2.30)
with c2 =
3
2 ln 2 . Here τ1(n) = [0.5n], τ2(n) = [0.75n], σ1(n) = n+1, σ2(n) = n
2+2.




σ(n) = n+ 1.





P (k) < −1.
















































 = −c2 ln 2 = −3
2
< −1.
Hence, all the conditions of Theorem 3 are satisfied and therefore all the solutions
of equation (2.30) oscillate.
Example 11. Consider the mixed type difference equation
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Hence, all the conditions of Theorem 5 are satisfied and therefore all the solutions
of equation (2.31) oscillate.




x(n− 1) + 2
3







































Hence, all the conditions of Theorem 7 are satisfied and therefore all the solutions
of equation (2.31) oscillate.
Next we will exemplify the previous theorems using a numerical simulation.
Consider the mixed type difference equation
∆x(n) = C1x(n− 1) + C2x(n− 2) + C3x(n+ 1) + C4x(n+ 2), n ≥ 1, (2.33)
where C1, C2, C3, C4 are given constants.
Since, τ1(n) = n− 1, τ2(n) = n− 2, σ1(n) = n+ 1, and σ2(n) = n+ 2, we get
τ(n) = min
1≤i≤2
τi(n) = n− 2,
σ(n) = min
1≤j≤2
σj(n) = n+ 1.
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Thus, all the conditions of Theorem 1 are satisfied and therefore all solutions of
equation (2.33) oscillate.
We choose the starting values x(−2) = 1, = x(−1) = −1, x(0) = 0, x(1) = 0. In
Figure ??, we see that the solutions of equation (2.33) oscillate.
Example 14. Let the Equation (2.33) with C1 = −3/4, C2 = −1/2, C3 = C4 =
−1.


















P (k) < −1.
Hence, all the conditions of Theorem 3 are satisfied and therefore all the solutions
of equation (2.33) oscillate.
We choose the starting values x(−2) = 1, = x(−1) = −1, x(0) = 0, x(1) = 0. In
Figure ??, we see that the solutions of equation (2.33) oscillate.
Example 15. Let the Equation (2.33) with C1 =
−ln2
e , C2 =
−ln4






























Hence, all the conditions of Theorem 5 are satisfied and therefore all the solutions
of equation (2.33) oscillate.
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We choose the starting values x(−2) = 1, = x(−1) = −1, x(0) = 0, x(1) = 0. In
Figure ??, we see that the solutions of equation (2.33) oscillate.
Example 16. Let the Equation (2.33) with C1 = C2 = 1, C3 =
4
e , C4 =
1
3e .





























Hence, all the conditions of Theorem 7 are satisfied and therefore all the solutions
of equation (2.33) oscillate.
We choose the starting values x(−2) = 1, = x(−1) = −1, x(0) = 0, x(1) = 0. In
Figure ??, we see that the solutions of equation (2.33) oscillate.
In the following section, we will focus on the special case of the non-autonomous
linear mixed-type difference equation. Namely, we’ll consider the equation (1.4).
3. Asymptotic Behavior and Stability Criteria
Our goal in this section is to give new results on asymptotic behavior and stability
for a class of (1.5). Our results will be obtained via an appropriate solution of
the corresponding generalized characteristic equation. The techniques applied in
obtaining our results are originated in a combination of the methods used in [17,
18, 19].
Throughout the paper, τ represents the positive integer determined by
τ = max
i=1,··· ,`
τi and σ = max
j=1,··· ,m
σj
and also, let’s show the set of all φ = (φ(n))
σ
n=−τ by Φ with φ(n) ∈ R for
n = −τ, · · · , 0, · · · , σ; this set is a finite dimensional space with the usual sup-norm
‖ · ‖ denoted by
‖ φ ‖= sup
n=−τ,··· ,0,··· ,σ
|φ(n)| for any φ = (φ(n))σn=−τ in Φ.
Along with the mixed type difference equation (1.5), we specify an initial condi-
tion
x(n) = φ(n) for n = −τ, · · · , 0, · · · , σ, (3.1)
where the initial function φ is a given real-valued function for n = −τ, · · · , 0, · · · , σ
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As is known, by a solution of the mixed type difference equation (1.5) is meant
a sequence of real numbers (x(n))n≥−τ that provide (1.5) for all integers n ≥ 0.
In order to guarantee its existence and uniqueness for given initial values (3.1), we
will assume throughout this paper that the numbers qj for j = 1, 2, · · · ,m and for
all n ≥ 0 are such that
q1 6= 1 if m = 1 and σ1 = 1
q1 6= 0 if m = 1 and σ1 > 1
qm 6= 0 if m ≥ 2
with no restrictions in other cases (see [14], Chapter 7]).
Note the usual rule of
∏−1
s=0 = 1 throughout the paper.
The following equation is called the generalized characteristic equation of (1.5):























s=0 λs for n ≥ 0(∏−1
s=n λs
)−1
for n = −τ, · · · , 0.
(3.3)
Here, (λn)n≥−τ is a sequence of positive real numbers.
The first result is the following theorem, which creates a basic asymptotic prop-
erty for solutions of the mixed-type difference equation (1.5).




































for n = −τ, · · · , 0.
(3.5)
Then, for φ = (φ(n))
σ






Here, L(λ0;φ) is real number depending to λ0 and denoted by φ.
Proof. First of all, we have






for all n ≥ 0, (i = 1, · · · , `) (3.7)
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and






for all n ≥ 0, (j = 1, · · · ,m). (3.8)







































































for n ≥ −τ. (3.9)
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Hence, (x(n))n≥−τ satisfies (1.5), followed by the condition that (y(n))n≥−τ satisfies


















) for n ≥ 0.
We can easily see that last equation can equivalently be written in the form


























) for n ≥ 0. (3.10)
This equation is equivalent to equation (1.5). The initial condition (3.1) can be




for n = −τ, · · · , 0, · · · , σ. (3.11)





It is clear, from (3.11), we obtain
|4y(n)| ≤ Hλ0(φ) for n = −τ, · · · ,−1. (3.13)
Now, let us show that the following inequality is satisfied
|4y(n)| ≤ Hλ0(φ) for n ≥ −τ. (3.14)
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In fact, let ε be an any positive number. We claim that
|4y(n)| < Hλ0(φ) + ε for every n ≥ −τ. (3.15)
Otherwise, in view of (3.13), there is an integer n0 ≥ 0 with
|4y(n)| < Hλ0(φ) + ε for n = −τ, · · · , n0 − 1, n0 + 1, · · · , n0 + σ
and
|4y(n0)| = Hλ0(φ) + ε.
Then, using (3.4), from (3.10) we obtain














































) [Hλ0(φ) + ε]
≤ µ(λ0)[Hλ0(φ) + ε]
< Hλ0(φ) + ε,
which in view of (3.4), leads to a contradiction. So, our claim is true, i.e. (3.15)
holds. We have thus proved that (3.15) is fulfilled for all numbers ε > 0. Hence,
















































Consequently, by the definition of µ(λ0), we have
|4y(n)| ≤ µ(λ0)Hλ0(φ), for n ≥ 0. (3.16)
By (3.14) and (3.16), an easy induction leads to the conclusion that (y(n))n≥−τ
satisfies
|4y(n)| ≤ (µ(λ0))vHλ0(φ), for n ≥ vτ − τ, (3.17)
where v = 0, 1, · · · .
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Now, by following the same procedure (taking into account (3.4) and using in-
equality (3.17)) in the article of previous authors [18] , we can obtain




, for all n ≥ N ≥ −τ. (3.18)







So, by the Cauchy convergence criterion, it follows from (3.18) that
lim
n→∞
y(n) exists (in the real line).
Obviously, this limit depends to λ0 and is denoted by solution (x(n))n≥−τ (and
thus denoted by φ). Therefore, we call this limit L(λ0;φ). This shows the limit in
Theorem 17 and completes the proof. 
The second main result in this section is Theorem 18 below. This theorem makes
an estimate for the solutions of the mixed-type difference equation (1.5), which leads
in a stability result for the trivial solution of the equation (1.5).




n≥−τ be a solution of the generalized
characteristic equation (3.2) with the property (3.4) and let µ(λ0) and Ψλ0(n) be
defined by (3.4) and (3.5), respectively. Then, for φ = (φ(n))
σ
n=−τ in Φ, the solution
(x(n))n≥−τ of (1.5)-(3.1) satisfies
|x(n)| ≤ N(λ0) ‖ φ ‖ Ψλ0(n), for all n ≥ 0, (3.19)
where














Furthermore, the trivial solution of (1.5) is asymptotically stable if and only if
lim sup
n→∞
Ψλ0(n) = 0. (3.21)




Proof. Define (y(n))n≥−τ and Hλ0(φ) by (3.9) and (3.12), respectively. Later, as
in the proof of Theorem 17, (y(n))n≥−τ proves that it satisfies




, for all n ≥ N ≥ −τ.
For N = 0, from the last inequality we obtain
|y(n)− y(0)| ≤ Hλ0(φ)
1− (µ(λ0))1/τ
, for n ≥ 0.
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Thus, since y(0) = x(0)Ψλ0 (0)
= φ(0), we get
|y(n)| ≤ |φ(0)|+ Hλ0(φ)
1− (µ(λ0))1/τ
, for n ≥ 0. (3.23)
Furthermore, from Hλ0(φ), by following the same steps as the proof of the second











































































‖ φ ‖ . (3.24)
So, using (3.20), we obtain
|y(n)| ≤ N(λ0) ‖ φ ‖, for n ≥ 0.
Finally, due to the definition of (y(n))n≥−τ , we get
|x(n)| ≤ N(λ0) ‖ φ ‖ Ψλ0(n), for all n ≥ 0.
This completes the proof of the first part of the theorem.
We can now prove the stability results (i) and (ii), the same procedure as in
the proof of the second theorem in [18]. Therefore, evidence of (i) and (ii) will be
ignored.

An application of Theorem 17 and Theorem 18 with λ0n = 1, n ≥ −τ leads to
the following particular result:






qj(n) = 0, n ≥ 0.










 < 1. (3.25)











‖ φ ‖, for all n ≥ 0.
Here, l(φ) is a real number denoted by φ.
Moreover, the trivial solution of (1.5) is stable if and only if λ0n = 1.












x(n+ 2), n ≥ 0
(3.26)
x(n) = φ(n) for n = −2,−1, 0, 1, 2,
where φ(n) ∈ R such that φ provides a consistency condition.
It is easy to verify that λ0n = 1 is a solution of (3.2) and satisfies (3.4) (or,





























So, the trivial solution of (3.26) is stable by Remark 19.
We choose the starting values x(−2) = x(−1) = x(0) = x(1) = 1. In Figure ??,
we observe that the trivial solution is indeed asymptotically stable.
Example 21. Consider
4x(n) = − 1
9(n+ 1)
x(n− 1)− 2n+ 1
4(n+ 1)
x(n+ 1), n ≥ 0 (3.27)
x(n) = φ(n) for n = −1, 0, 1,
where φ(n) ∈ R such that φ provides a consistency condition.
From the characteristic equation (3.2), it follows that




−1 − 2n+ 1
4(n+ 1)
λn. (3.28)
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A solution of the equation (3.28) is λ0n =
2
3 . Then, for λ0 =
2











































the trivial solution of (3.27) is asymptotically stable by Theorem 18.
We choose the starting values x(−1) = (2/3)−1, x(0) = 1. In Figure ??, we
observe that the trivial solution is indeed asymptotically stable.
4. CONCLUSIONS
In this article, not only generalise the study introduced in [6] and [7] as well we
have proved that there is a fundamental asymptotic criterion for the solutions of
the initial value problem (1.5)-(3.1). The proof of theorem 17 is obtained according
to 4y. Also, we obtained a useful boundary for the solutions of the initial value
problem (1.5)-(3.1) and the stability of the trivial solution of (1.5) was shown.
These results were obtained using an appropriate solution for (3.2). We also gave
two examples for stability.
The statement L(λ0;φ) in Theorem 17, has been given explicitly in two special
cases: For linear autonomous mixed type difference equations (see [22]) and for
linear mixed type difference equations with periodic coefficient shaving a common
period and constant delays and advances that are multiples of this period. The
current results will be the subject of a future study for linear mixed type difference
equations with periodic coefficients.
For the generalized characteristic equation (3.2), it is an obvious problem to
find the sufficient coefficients of the equation (1.5) to have a solution λ0 such that
µ(λ0) holds. It is also a more obvious problem to extend the results of the present
article to the more general state of mixed-type difference equations with variable
coefficients and variable delays and advances.
Finally, we notice that it is an open question if the results of this paper can be
generalized for equation (1.1).
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